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Abstract  
This Master’s thesis entitled Legislation on treating animals in human care 
compares Czech and Australian legislation in selected aspects of three categories 
of animals in human care – farm animals, companion animals and animals used for 
scientific and other research purposes. The thesis is composed of 5 main chapters. 
The first chapter describes sources of law regarding treating animals in human care 
from the perspectives of international law, European Union law, federal Czech law 
and Australian law. The second chapter explains basic terms – an animal and its 
legal status and animal in human care in Czech and Australian legislation. The third 
chapter focuses specifically on farm animals as a category of animals in human care 
as it is detailed in Czech and Australian legislation. The fourth chapter deals with 
companion animals in both countries’ legislation. Finally, the fifth chapter 
describes the legal protection of animals used for scientific and other research 
purposes in Czech and Australian legislation. 
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